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If you felt the sudden chill of growing a little older last weekend, I’m right
there with you. Saturday would have been John Lennon’s 70th birthday.
Now, I know that it doesn’t do any music fan much good to light a candle in
honor of some long dead singer. Johnny, unlike so many celebrities
who’ve passed because of violence and misfortune, seems to have just a
little spark left in his legacy, though.  Time has been kind to the songs
Lennon wrote as they were more particular to the concepts and sounds
that moved him than any period of time. His ideals live on as a cherished
recollection of what could have been. He didn’t die in his bathroom, or
from a self-inflicted wound. Lennon was that rarest of popular culture
superstars: he lived long enough to figure out the nuts and bolts of life and

achieve a measure of peace. In a little over a month, at the height of the holiday season, there will
be one more flickering pause as fans remember the 30th anniversary of John Lennon’s passing at
the hands of gunman Mark Chapman.

I paused for a few moments of head shaking over the past few days and wondered if Lennon would
recognize the New York City that exists now. The city isn’t the one he fought immigration officials to
stay in for so long.  Then again, John learned some things over the course of his life that the rest of
us may be just catching up on. He was as angry and despondent as a young person could be for
much of his time on earth. By most accounts, John was a brutally cruel individual, whose only outlet
was to verbally abuse even those closest to him. An absentee, ne’er-do-well father and a mother
who died shortly after become a part of Lennon’s life as teenager left him a human shell. The
stardom he’d craved since first seeing Elvis movies turned out to be not worth the trouble. Money,
bedding groupies around the world, alcohol and drugs left him wanting…and still angry. It was only
during the last half decade of John Lennon’s life that he finally found a life of his own and found a
way to live without the expectations of stardom. His wife Yoko Ono had much to do with this. She
pushed him toward life without substance abuse. Yoko also made John independent for the first
time in his life, urging to travel the globe alone for weeks at a time and develop interests that were
his alone. Lennon also became a father in his mid-thirties, causing him to reevaluate his priorities. In
not being Beatle John, Lennon became John the man.

Maybe it’s a generational issue, but I have three dates time-stamped in my memory bank, not to be
removed by age. The space shuttle Challenger blowing up on January 28, 1986, the attacks of
September 11, 2001 and the days following December 8, 1980. I didn’t understand why he was
killed after hearing it on my parents clock radio the next morning any more than I do today. Not that I
have to get it. The world will move on and we’ll still have the great music and the idea that peace is
achievable (if we want it). So, for all the people in the cheaper seats, if you’ll just clap your hands.
The rest of you can just rattle your jewelry.
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